Sunday, July 28, 2019

RACE 1:

7 – 11 – 4 – 3

RACE 2:

6–4–2–1

RACE 3:

7–2–5–1

RACE 4:

3–5–2–4

RACE 5:

3–8–6–1

RACE 6:

7–8–4–6

RACE 7:

11 – 9 – 8 – 10

RACE 8:

4–6–1–2

RACE 9:

2 – 1 – 10 – 6

RACE 10: 9 – 6 – 4 – 11
RACE 11: 1 – 4 – 2 – 3

Maidens Galore on This 11-Race Sunday
Maidens of all levels get their chance in the South Florida
spotlight this Sunday as Gulfstream Park hosts an 11race July 28th program. First post is 1:15 ET. Friendly
reminder moving forward: Gulfstream Park is ‘dark’ both
Monday and Tuesday as far as live racing is concerned
but we are hosting a special Wednesday program that
begins around 1:20 ET. As for Sunday, I like Prickly
Kitten right off the bat in the opener as this Kitten’s Joy
filly – still lightly raced at a mere 0-1-1 from three starts I
should add – dips in for maiden claiming $12,500 over
the turf for trainer Mike Maker. Jockey Reylu Gutierrez,
who returned to GP last week and plans on riding
regularly in South Florida moving forward (good news, by
the way) completes a nice, neat, favored package for
Maker and company. Later on in race 7 sees a well-bred
and well-connected field of two-year-old filly maidens on
the turf. It’s pretty awesome “finally” having a two-yearold by 2015 Triple Crown champion American Pharoah
racing here at Gulfstream Park; trainer Wesley Ward’s
Liraz, purchased earlier this year for just $33,000, is the
first Pharoah juvenile to race in South Florida. Right next
door to her in stall #11 is my top selection, Fujairah, who
is bred on both sides for turf. This filly sports a terrific
looking grass-loving pedigree of Ghostzapper-Front and
Center, by Dynaformer. I know her dirt and career debut
wasn’t much to write home about earlier this month – she
was sixth of eight behind the talented Two Sixty at odds
of nearly 25-1 – but I believe (translates to speculating)
grass racing, specifically this spot, was the goal all along.
Lastly, her Palm Meadows-based trainer, Carlos David,
has done a solid job this year as a whole in South
Florida. David is a former key assistant to top trainer
Jason Servis.
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